SEVERE WEATHER
Make a Plan Beforehand

BE WEATHER READY
Check forecasts regularly to see potential risks for severe weather. Listen to local weather reports or radars.

NOTIFICATIONS
Sign up for text notifications from Jack Alert, NacWise Alerts or get updates from local news apps.

COMMUNICATIONS
Discuss emergency procedures including safe rooms, emergency numbers and resources.

PRACTICE YOUR PLAN
Conduct a severe weather drill so everyone is aware of what to do in the event of severe weather.

PREPARE YOUR AREA
Trim trees near your home, secure loose objects, close windows and doors, and move valuables to a safe space.

HELP OTHERS
Encourage family and neighbors to consider taking CPR or first-aid classes in the event of an emergency.

EMERGENCY SUPPLY KIT CHECKLIST

- Important documents
- Cash and credit card
- Emergency contacts
- Whistle
- First aid kit
- Flashlights
- Battery powered radio
- Change of clothes
- Extra batteries
- Nonperishable food
- Blankets
- Smartphone
- Three-day supply of water
- Medicines
- Phone charger
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